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Workshop context: READ TA

• Reading for Ethiopia’s Achievement Developed, Technical Assistance (READ TA)
• Focused on developing materials for the lower grades that are tightly tied to the 

curriculum
• Included both decodable and leveled books
• Written to meet the Ministry of Education Standards for Supplementary Reading 

Materials
• Unfortunately, still in draft form
• But the workshop gave a context for further developing them
• 10 versions of the guiding document during the workshop!
• Guidance captured in the Bloom configuration then distributed to participants’ computers as 

“BloomPacks”



Workshops

• Two three-week workshops
• Hawassa (Southern Nations, Nationalities, 

and Peoples’ Region)
• Addis Ababa

• One computer provided for every two 
participants

• Some participants brought their own 
computers

• Teams of ≈ 6 people per language
• Goal of 20 books per language



Workshop Participants

• 38 participants total for 7 languages
• One Ministry of Education representative 

at each workshop
• Broad range of skill level

• Some beginning computer users
• Some more advanced
• This affected the pace of the workshop
• Typists provided to do some of the typing for 

participants
• Some had written stories/texts before
• Other were new writers



Training Approach

• Blended technology and writing instruction
• Typically writing instruction in the morning and Bloom training in the afternoon
• But Bloom issues could be mentioned/discussed during writer training, and writing issues could 

be mentioned/discussed during software training
• “I do, We do, You do”

• Each aspect of the program demonstrated, then done together before participants expected to do 
it on their own

• Practice exercises to learn the basic computer skills
• Practice exercise to learn to write different types of stories
• Extensive “learning by doing”



Writing Topics Covered

• Manual for writing supplementary reading 
materials for grades 1-4

• Covers:
• Decodable Readers
• Levelled Readers
• Cross-cutting issues
• Steps for writing different types of texts

• Text types:
• Narrative
• Expository



Writing Topics Covered, cont’d

• Skills covered:
• Planning
• Drafting
• Revising
• Editing
• Publishing
• Specific text structures

• Resources provided:
• Text writer’s guides for levelled readers, 

decodable readers
• Planner for writing narratives
• “Illustrator brief” (instructions to illustrators)
• Graphic Organizers
• Text Review Checklist



Ministry of Education Guidelines for SRMs

• Intended grade and semester
• Font size
• Line spacing
• Pages per book
• Words per book
• Words per page
• Words per sentence (both average and 

maximum
• Adjustments for length of words in a 

given language

• Maximum and average word length in 
syllables

• Use and placement of illustrations (e.g., 
one every fourth page)

• Use of chapter headings and 
subheadings

• Page breaks
• Text “density” by genre (narrative vs. 

expository)
• Font size for title on cover, title on title 

page, headings and subheadings, etc. 



Configuring Bloom for the Languages: Decodable Text

• List all the graphemes
• Provide sample texts
• Introduce the letters by stages 

and provide sight words
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Configuring Bloom for the Languages: Leveled Text

• Set maximum words per 
sentence

• …words per page
• …words per book
• Maximum “unique words per 

book”
• “Things to remember”



Let’s look at some books

• The decodable and leveled tools are not only helpful to the writer but also to the 
person checking the books

• If you edit the book and select the decodable tool, you can page through the book and 
look for words highlighted with blue

• If you select the decodable tool, you can see whether the book has any pages with 
sentences too long or too many words per page right away

• If there is something out of range, you then page through the file and look for the 
orange highlighting (for a sentence that is too long) or orange border around the page 
(for a page with too many words)



Non-decodable words

• In this book, all the words were decodable until 
the last page. 

• The writer should be encouraged to consider 
whether decodable words could be substituted for 
the non-decodable ones



More non-decodable text

• This book seemed to have a good 
bit of non-decodable text. 

• It would be good to review and 
make sure the correct decodable 
stage was selected. If so, the book 
needs a good bit of editing.



Good job!

• This leveled book doesn’t have any 
sentences or paragraphs that are 
beyond the maximum allowed.



Metrics wrong?

• In reviewing the leveled books, I noticed 
that in no book was the number of words 
per page anywhere near the maximum

• In fact, the actual number of words were 
close to half of the maximum

• The same is true for “words per page”
• No book reviewed had even half of the 

number of words allowed, yet there were 
pages filled with text

• Conclusion: We set the per page metric 
too high and that in turn impacted the 
way we calculated the maximum words 
per page



Too many words

• Where you do sometimes see the 
number of words per page too high 
is in the earliest books

• In this decodable and level 1 book, 
there are too many words per page 
and per sentence

• The picture should have been 
large, but the writer shrunk it so 
that they could get all the text to fit

• The writer should either edit down 
the text or move some to another 
page



Lessons learned

• As with any training, you have to adapt to the skill level of the participants. In this case 
a key variable was level of computer skill and experience with writing texts in L1.

• Some people were still mastering very basic computer skills (like double-clicking the mouse).
• People with more computer skill could progress more quickly and write more titles
• People with more experience writing texts were able to handle more texts and difficult kinds of 

texts
• It would have been much easier if the standards for materials had been final before 

the workshop started.
• The guiding document went through at least 10 versions
• Each version required changes to be made to the Bloom templates
• Bloom templates then had to be distributed to all the participants’ computers



Technology Matters

• Viruses cause lots of trouble!
• Installing the software on each computer, managing software updates
• Backing up the Bloom collections daily
• It helps to have a live Internet connection but that isn’t essential
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